
Maritime Security Center (MSC)
A Nationwide Consortium Led by Stevens Institute of Technology

A DHS Center of Excellence
MSC enhances Maritime Domain Awareness through the 
development of sensing technologies that can detect, track 
and classify threats on or below the water’s surface. MSC 
contributes to homeland security operational capabilities by 
conducting technology development, modeling and simulation 
for marine transportation resilience, and innovative workforce 
development programs.

Research Capabilities
� Underwater and surface threat detection and tracking
� Sensor integration and optimization
� Strategies for maritime and port resilience and

planning
� Education and professional development programs for

the current and future homeland security workforce

About MSC

LAUNCH 2014
PARTNERS More than 18 university, private industry, and government partners

EXPERTISE Sensor technology development, engineering and science, maritime cybersecurity, and education and 
workforce development

DHS ALIGNMENT U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE), DHS Science and Technology (S&T)

Feedback from Our Partners 
“The USCG Sector New York has benefitted from its longstanding relationship with the Maritime Security Center.  
Collectively, we have partnered to assist in the development of Maritime Cybersecurity curriculum for USCG personnel and 
have leveraged the expertise of the center’s researchers and brilliant students in the Summer Research Institute to develop 
customized data visualization and predictive analytics tools, as well as prototype sensing technologies focused on real-life 
operational challenges in the marine transportation system. ”

Mr. John Hillin, Safety and Security Division Chief, USCG, Sector New York

Contact Us: msc@stevens.edu www.stevens.edu/msc (201) 216-8575
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University Partners
City College of New York
Elizabeth City State University*
Florida Atlantic University
Louisiana State University
Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology
Rutgers University
Stevens Institute of Technology
Systems Engineering Research 

Center, University Affiliated 
Research Center

University of Miami
University of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez*
University of Texas Rio Grande 

Valley*

*Minority Serving Institution (MSI)

Enterprise Partners
American Bureau of Shipping
CBP Air and Marine Operations Center 
Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency
MIT Lincoln Laboratory
MITRE
National Urban Security Technology 

Laboratory 
Pacific Basin Development Council
Plum Island Animal Disease Center
Port Authority of New York/New Jersey
The Aerospace Corporation
USCG Research and Development Center

Impacts 

Filling the Gaps in Vessel Detection
MSC researchers are building low-cost sensor platforms that can be used 
to improve the detection, classification, and identification of vessels both on 
and below the water surface. The sensor suite will enhance USCG mission 
capabilities in providing persistent surveillance of ports, coastal approaches 
and maritime sanctuaries.  The Center is also advancing methods of 
electronic intelligence and localization of radio-frequency communications 
sources that can be used to identify communications between waterborne 
smugglers and traffickers and their land-based accomplices. 

Creating Sensor Systems for Multi-Use Homeland 
Security Applications
MSC is applying sensor technologies it developed for the U.S. Navy and 
Coast Guard to detect underwater threats to new land-based applications 
in remote border areas. MSC’s patented passive acoustic sensor system 
can detect, track, and classify low-flying aircraft in areas not covered by the 
FAA radar systems. The Center transitioned the sensor system to CBP in 
2015 and entered into a licensing agreement with Bridgenet International 
for the development and support of the system. Stevens Institute of 
Technology received a patent approval for the aircraft detection sensor 
system and recently recognized as a 2020 Thomas Alva Edison Patent 
Award Winner in the Homeland Security category. 

Developing the Workforce of the Future
MSC transfers research and expertise into relevant, innovative educational 
programs for university students and professional development 
opportunities for homeland security professionals and Minority Serving 
Institution (MSI) faculty. MSC has developed research-based learning 
programs designed to bring students, research investigators, and 
homeland security stakeholders together to develop new technologies 
to address homeland security concerns. Outcomes from the Center’s 
educational programs have resulted in the development of new data 
visualization and analytics platforms for USCG use, technology prototypes 
for vessel emission detection, and improved methods for fentanyl detection 
at ports of entry. Additionally, the education efforts have implemented 
and continue to deliver a breadth of maritime cybersecurity professional 
development programs to USCG professionals.

For a complete list of partners
and more information, please visit

www.stevens.edu/msc
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